IAM Driver Skills Days
Croft Circuit
Tuesday 26th August 2014
Croft Circuit in North Yorkshire is by far the longest circuit used for IAM Driver
Skills Days. Set in beautiful countryside a few miles south of Darlington this
2.1 mile track has some challenging corners and extensive straights which
give a really broad spectrum of experiences to help drivers develop their skills.

You have the choice of a morning or afternoon session. Both offer seven 15 minute
outings on the circuit with your dedicated IAM instructor from the Region 4 Training
Team. The instructor will develop your observations and your techniques of car
control so that you are able to make rapid and smooth laps of the circuit. You will
work on positioning, braking, gear choice and acceleration technique. Repeated laps
of the same circuit allow you to experiment with different variations of approach, and
demonstrate how critical the right choice is to making the drive feel absolutely right. It
doesn’t have to be done at fearsome speeds. You can enjoy the Skills Day at your
own pace and your instructor will work with you in whatever way suits you best. The

circuit environment allows you to experience the subtleties of your car’s handling.
You are in a controlled space. The usual hazards associated with the public roads
are entirely absent. The setting for Skills Day training is unique.
The experience is invaluable!
Croft is ideal for us to help you to learn so much more about your car and yourself.
No matter what they have driven, from runabout to supercar, IAM members have
enjoyed this unique experience and been surprised by what they have learnt in the
just a few hours.
……………………………………….You

should be next!

Try an Alfa Romeo
A selection of Fiat and Alfa Romeo cars are usually available at all IAM Driver Skills
Days for you to try.
Croft has all the facilities you could ask for!
Refreshments are available throughout the day, with a free coffee or tea on
arrival once you have signed in.
An IAM photographer will be present and a full set of shots is sent to every
driver a few days after the event
Guests are welcome and can enjoy the freedom of the pit lane and watch the
action from the pit lane wall. Make a real day out of it!

All this for an exceptionally low cost!

IAM Driver Skills Day only £129
Booking opens on Tuesday 24th June 2014 at 10 am.
Just call IAM Support on 0208 996 9600 or 0845 126 8600

It couldn’t be easier!

IMPORTANT NOTES
The booking and payment arrangements for this event are very
specific and to help us you must follow them closely. There
have been occasional difficulties with bookings for previous
events when events have become oversubscribed, a situation
we wish to avoid.
1. Booking opens at 10 am on Tuesday 24th June 2014. No earlier
bookings will be taken under any circumstances. Please be ready to call
as soon as booking opens as we anticipate the event will fill rapidly,
particularly for the afternoon session.
2. Payment must be made by credit or debit card at the time of booking.
3. Joining instructions and detailed information will be circulated in early
August by e-mail.

NOISE
There are limits to permissible noise levels at Croft. All cars used on the
Skills Day must be road legal. It is unlikely that such cars will breach the
noise limits, but some supercars or modified cars may well do so. We
reserve the right to remove such cars from the circuit because excessive
noise could lead to the entire event being stopped. Please advise the
support staff at the time of booking if you are concerned about the car
you wish to use being particularly noisy. We shall contact to discuss the
problem.

Driving Dynamics Skid Car Experience
Croft Circuit
Tuesday 26th August 2014
The team from Driving Dynamics with their Skid Car
will be attending this Driver Skills Day event
Their skid awareness and avoidance packages are fun events and hugely
enjoyable. Yet the skills you learn could help you to avoid or at least reduce the
impact of a serious road traffic accident.
An exciting skid driving package
Imagine taking the wheel of a computerised ‘skid car’. You’ll be driving along in what
appears to be a normal road vehicle. Yet, at the touch of a button the car converts
into an amazing skid car.
You’ll feel like you’re in the movies when the car suddenly careers into a front wheel
or rear wheel spin. It will be up to you to apply the skills you’ve learned, along with
split second thinking, to regain control.

SKID CAR EXPERIENCE ONLY £40
Please note this experience cannot be taken on the same session as he
Driver Skills Day. A morning Skills Day session means you must take the
Skid Car experience in the afternoon, or vice versa as the case may be.
To book the Skid Car experience call
Mike Ward
07762 283579
or e-mail michaelward21@hotmail.com

